
SINGLE-LOT 
HOUSING TYPOLOGY:

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Period of proliferation:

Number of dwellings:
Number of stories:

Total number of bedrooms:
Circulation type:

Building depth:
Building width:

Building perimeter, all levels:

AREAS
Site Area:

Built Upon Area:
Nett Floor Area / Dwelling:

Gross Floor Area [GFA]:
Landscaped Area:

RATIOS
Floor Space Ratio:

External walls / GFA:
Total bedrooms / GFA: 
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PHOTO STREET FRONTAGE

TYPOLOGY GENEALOGOY

FLOOR PLANS 1:200 SECTION 1:100

STREET BLOCK 
ARRANGEMENT PLAN 1:500

DESCRIPTION OF TYPOLOGY:
Introversion, privacy and autonomy characterize this typology. Form is
typically developed around a central courtyard traditionally used to
control temperature, daylight as well as being embedded with centu-
ries of culture. It allows a very dense urban development since it can be 
linked to other units on three sides.  As a consequence it has very little 
surface, for the area it encloses. It’s structure allows modulation of ele-
ments to expand and contract depending on requirement, as circulation 
and layout are easily adaptable. Fire protection, building regulations, 
static ownership all hinder the progress of development of courtyards. 
Orientation, depth height all are critical attributes when designing. 

HISTORY OF TYPOLOGY:
Courtyard typology has existed  for thousands of years since Neolithic 
settlements. Initially used as a protective barrier against the elements 
and human & animal invasion.  It developed concurrently in China and 
in Islamic States, as well as becoming the primary typology in hot, arid 
areas.
More importantly were the cultural aspects which drove the genealogy 
of the typology, as the cultures that it thrived in had cultural require-
ments for privacy, sanctuary and separation from the public realm, as
well as grades of the attributes within the family. Britain and Germany 
utilized the typology for a mixed use living on their farms, keeping their 
barns, farmhouses, stables etc  in the same vicinity. 

[Courtyard House]
East: 6400BC (Islamic, Chinese) 
West: 44-1500AD (Rome (E&W))
1500-1900AD (Britain, Germany)
1
2
4
Intersecting/Radial

6 m (one side) 
18m
72 m exterior, 24m inside (both)

324 sqm
288 sqm
474 sqm
576 sqm
36 sqm

1.78
0.33
0.007
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